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Marc Calvert remembers when he recognized that his client, family physician 
Lilette Daumas, would have the stamina to defend herself successfully against a 
negligence claim at a trial. 
 
Her former patient had alleged that Daumas failed to diagnose his testicular 
cancer, allegations she denied. 
 
It was only after, however, Daumas brought Calvert a model of male anatomical 
parts—specifically, the scrotum—that the Houston lawyer knew she would 
prevail before a jury. She planned to use the model to demonstrate her 
examining technique to the panel. The doctor constructed the model herself with 
a needle, thread, cloth, zip-close bags and hard-boiled eggs. 
 
"She looked me in the eye and said, 'I did not do anything wrong and I'm never 
going to settle,'" Calvert recalled. 
 
Her prediction proved prophetic. On May 20, the 129th District Court in Houston 
issued a take-nothing final judgment based on the jury's verdict in Hurtt v. 
Daumas. 
 
For Calvert, Daumas' defense presented steep challenges, even with her 
impressive model. The plaintiff alleged he came to see Daumas in 2011 and 
complained about feeling "something down there." In response, Daumas 
examined him and told him that he had only a benign cyst on his left testicle. 
Seven months later, however, another physician, a urologist, examined the 

plaintiff's left testicle and then confirmed with an ultrasound that the patient was suffering from massive tumor that was 
cancerous and had to be treated. 
 
Several factors beyond his client's model helped him defend Daumas against the allegations, Calvert said. First, there was 
Daumas's courage and clarity before the jury. Then, there was a urology expert who testified for the defense and reviewed the 
ultrasound results ordered by the plaintiff's urologist and found several images that contained not only the tumor, but also 
the benign cyst that Daumas had found. And finally, an oncology expert testified for the defense and calculated what size the 
cancerous tumor would have been when Daumas saw the patient: 3.14 millimeters—too small for a physician to detect, he 
said. 
 
Ultimately, the jury believed Daumas' version of events: She found only a benign cyst in the area where the patient expressed 
discomfort and no cancerous tumor would have been detectable at the time she conducted her examination. 
Calvert had two other lawyers from Calvert & Associates in Houston, Susan Briones and Brandon Ostler, helping him defend 
Daumas. 
 
Mark Midani of Houston's Midani, Hinkle & Cole, who represents the plaintiff, did not return a call for comment. 
 
Daumas' model was the "demonstrative aid of a lifetime" Calvert said. It helped her "stand in front of the jury and show them 
exactly how she conducted the exam. And, most importantly, how the mass was on or outside the left testicle. Not inside." 

L-R Marc Calvert, Calvert & Associates, 
Houston, Texas with his client Lilette Daumas. 
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